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A Presumption of Death - Jill
Paton Walsh 2002
In A Presumption of Death, Jill
Paton Walsh tells how World
War II changed the lives of
Peter, Harriet and their
growing family. The story
opens in 1940. Harriet Vane now Lady Peter Wimsey - has
taken her children to safety in
the country. But the war has
followed them: glamorous RAF

pilots and even more
glamorous land-girls scandalise
the villagers; the blackout
makes the night-time lanes as
sinister as the back alleys of
London. Then the village's first
air raid practise ends with a
very real body on the ground not a war casualty but a case of
plain, old-fashioned murder.
And even before the second
body is found, Lord Peter
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Wimsey and his brilliant wife
are on their way to finding the
killer. Once again, Jill Paton
Walsh has invented a mystery
plot worthy of Sayers herself,
while faultlessly capturing the
voice of one of the most
compelling writers of the
twentieth century.
Goldengrove - Jill Paton Walsh
1985-09-01
Expecting the usual carefree
and happy summer with her
cousin Paul at their
grandmother's seaside home,
Madge finds this summer to be
different from all the others.
The Green Book - Jill Paton
Walsh 2012-03-13
Pattie and her family are
among the last refugees to flee
a dying Earth in an old
spaceship. And when the group
finally lands on the distant
planet which is to be their new
home, it seems that the fouryear journey has been a
success. But as they begin to
settle this shiny new world,
they discover that the colony is
in serious jeopardy. Nothing on
this planet is edible, and they
may not be able to grow food.
With supplies dwindling, Pattie

and her sister decide to take
the one chance that might
make life possible on Shine.
A Presumption of Death - Jill
Paton Walsh 2007-04-01
Sixty years after Dorothy L.
Sayers began her unfinished
Lord Peter Wimsey novel,
Thrones Dominations, Booker
Prize finalist Jill Paton Walsh
took on the challenge of
completing the manuscript--with extraordinary success.
"The transition is seamless,"
said the San Francisco
Chronicle; "you cannot tell
where Sayers leaves off and
Walsh begins." "Will Paton
Walsh do it again?" wondered
Ruth Rendell in London's
Sunday Times. "We must hope
so." Jill Paton Walsh fulfills
those hopes in A Presumption
of Death. Although Sayers
never began another Wimsey
novel, she did leave clues.
Drawing on "The Wimsey
Papers," in which Sayers
showed various members of the
family coping with wartime
conditions, Walsh has devised
an irresistible story set in
1940, at the start of the Blitz in
London. Lord Peter is abroad
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on secret business for the
Foreign Office, while Harriet
Vane, now Lady Peter Wimsey,
has taken their children to
safety in the country. But war
has followed them there--glamorous RAF pilots and even
more glamorous land-girls
scandalize the villagers, and
the blackout makes the
nighttime lanes as sinister as
the back alleys of London.
Daily life reminds them of the
war so constantly that, when
the village's first air-raid
practice ends with a real body
on the ground, it's almost a
shock to hear the doctor
declare that it was not enemy
action, but plain, old-fashioned
murder. Or was it? At the
request of the overstretched
local police, Harriet reluctantly
agrees to investigate. The
mystery that unfolds is every
bit as literate, ingenious, and
compelling as the best of
original Lord Peter Wimsey
novels.
The Thing about Thugs - Tabish
Khair 2012
A U.S. release of a darkly
comic, award-nominated gothic
tale follows the experiences of

a former member of a violent
cult who agrees to be a subject
in a scientist's phrenological
research only to be implicated
in a string of grisly murders.
20,000 first printing.
A Presumption of Death - Jill
Paton Walsh 2003-05-26
'Miraculously right: catching
precisely the tone of the
relationship . . . thrilling' - The
Times 'A must for all Wimsey
lovers . . . an entertaining read'
- Northern Echo It's 1940, and
while the Second World War
rages on, Harriet Vane - now
Lady Peter Wimsey - has taken
her children to safety in the
country. But the war has
followed them: glamorous RAF
pilots and even more
glamorous land-girls scandalise
the villagers, and the blackout
makes the night-time lanes as
sinister as the back alleys of
London. Then the village's first
air raid practice ends with a
very real body on the ground and it's not a war casualty, but
a case of plain, old-fashioned
murder. And it's not long
before a second body is found .
..
Clouds of Witness - Dorothy L.
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Sayers 2021-08-30
"Clouds of Witness" by Dorothy
L. Sayers. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction
to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability
for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
Death of an Art Collector Robert Goldsborough
2019-05-14
An art hoarder’s suspicious
death paints a nasty picture for
Nero Wolfe. No matter how
fabulously he’s being courted,
infamously dour “art hog”
Arthur Wordell isn’t keen on
favoring the new Guggenheim
Museum with his extensive
collection. Even at the urging
of his beloved daughter, Nadia.
Then, the night after the

museum’s fête, Arthur takes a
twenty-story plunge from the
window of his Times Square
office. Nadia thinks it’s no
mere coincidence. Eccentric,
yes. Suicidal, no. Private
investigator Nero Wolfe and his
assistant, Archie Goodwin,
agree. Especially after
eyeballing Arthur’s enemies
and sycophants, including his
ex-wife, a covetous curator, a
troika of obsequious advisors,
and an outré Greenwich Village
artist anxious to see her work
out of storage and on the walls
of the “Guggie.” For Wolfe,
there’s a problem: Arthur
didn’t leave a will. Without a
beneficiary not a soul in
Arthur’s circle is set to benefit
from his death. Nor do they
show any customary indication
of guilt. If anybody can solve a
seemingly unsolvable
masterpiece of murder, it’s
Wolfe. Unfortunately, this time,
New York’s artful investigator
is, admittedly, stumped.
Continuing the acclaimed
series—which also includes The
Battered Badge, Archie Meets
Nero Wolfe, Murder in the Ball
Park, Archie in the Crosshairs,
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and Murder, Stage Left—Nero
Award–winning author Robert
Goldsborough “does a masterly
job with the Wolfe legacy”
(Booklist).
Unnatural Death - Dorothy
Leigh Sayers 1938
Money in the Morgue: The New
Inspector Alleyn Mystery Ngaio Marsh 2018-03-08
Roderick Alleyn is back in this
unique crime novel begun by
Ngaio Marsh during the
Second World War and now
completed by Stella Duffy in a
way that has delighted
reviewers and critics alike.
Knowledge Of Angels - Jill
Paton Walsh 2011-02-28
It is, perhaps, the fifteenth
century and the ordered
tranquillity of a Mediterranean
island is about to be shattered
by the appearance of two
outsiders: one, a castaway,
plucked from the sea by
fishermen, whose beliefs
represent a challenge to the
established order; the other, a
child abandoned by her mother
and suckled by wolves, who
knows nothing of the
precarious relationship

between Church and State but
whose innocence will become
the subject of a dangerous
experiment. But the arrival of
the Inquisition on the island
creates a darker, more
threatening force which will
transform what has been a
philosophical game of chess
into a matter of life and death...
Strong Poison - Dorothy L.
Sayers 2022-08-16
DigiCat Publishing presents to
you this special edition of
"Strong Poison" by Dorothy L.
Sayers. DigiCat Publishing
considers every written word
to be a legacy of humankind.
Every DigiCat book has been
carefully reproduced for
republishing in a new modern
format. The books are available
in print, as well as ebooks.
DigiCat hopes you will treat
this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it
deserves as a classic of world
literature.
The Five Red Herrings Dorothy L. Sayers 1995-09-14
When an artist is found dead at
the bottom of a cliff where he
had been painting, a
masterpiece in mystery arises,
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with six artists as suspects, five
of them "red herrings" and one
a murderer who baffles even
Lord Peter Wimsey. Reprint.
NYT.
The Late Scholar - Jill Paton
Walsh 2014-06-17
Lord Peter and Harriet return
to the scene of their literate
courtship to resolve an Oxford
University dispute that is
complicated by the
disappearance of several
prominent Fellows.
Stephen King - Rocky Wood
2012-02
There are a multitude of
interesting updates in the
revised edition of the classic
book about King's hidden work.
Included in the new
information is a series of newly
discovered unpublished works,
with King's exclusive and
definitive statements about
how they originated and why
they never saw the light of day.
The Lord Peter Wimsey
Companion - Stephan P.
Clarke 1985
Explains terms, phrases,
quotations, allusions, and
references in the Wimsey
novels and short stories, shows

important settings and
landmarks, and identifies major
characters
Torch - Jill Paton Walsh 1988
Two teenagers, Cal and Dio,
are put in charge of a torch
when i ts old guardian dies. Dio
is possessed by the idea of
finding the torch's true resting
place, and so they begin a
journey, accompanied by some
friends from their village.
The Man Born to be King Dorothy Leigh Sayers 1990
In this popular play-cycle,
Sayers makes the Gospels
come alive. "Her Jesus can
bring tears to your eyes. You
will be deeply moved--a
powerful experience".--Sheldon
Vanauken, A Severe Mercy.
A Parcel of Patterns - Jill
Paton Walsh 2022-03-03
A PLAGUE - A VILLAGE - A
LOCKDOWN 1665, Eyam,
Derbyshire. 'Here I have set
down all that I know of the
Plague' It is 1665 and Mall
Percival is a shepherd girl
living in a Derbyshire village.
She tends her flock, spends
time with her best friend and
teaches her young suitor to
read. But one day a parcel of
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patterns, meant for a new
dress for the pastor's wife,
wings its way from London.
The parcel carries an infection
that spreads with horrifying
speed. Herbal teas and open
windows are the only defence
against the sickness. Yet the
villagers make a brave and
selfless decision: to isolate
themselves from the rest of the
country. It is a lockdown that
saves the neighbouring towns,
but at heart-breaking cost to
Mall's world. Based on the true
events of the village of Eyam,
this is the story of a
courageous sacrifice that saved
Derbyshire and beyond from a
deadly virus. *SHORTLISTED
FOR THE WHITBREAD PRIZE*
'A pocket masterpiece'
Guardian Readers love A Parcel
of Patterns 'I couldn't put it
down' 'Brought me to tears too
many times to count' 'If you
think social distancing is hard
in the Coronavirus pandemic,
read this wonderful novel
based on the true story of the
village of Eyam'
Strong Poison - Dorothy Leigh
Sayers 1936

Busman's Honeymoon Dorothy L. Sayers 1995-02-24
Murder is hardly the best way
for Lord Peter and his bride,
the famous mystery writer
Harriet Vane, to start their
honeymoon. It all begins when
the former owner of their
newly acquired estate is found
quite nastily dead in the cellar.
All too quickly, what Lord Peter
had hoped would be a very
private and romantic stay in
the country has turned into a
most baffling case, with a
misspelled "notise" to the
milkman at its center and a
dead man who's been
discovered in a most intriguing
condition: with not a spot of
blood on his smashed skull and
not a penny less than six
hundred pounds in his pocket.
The Bad Quarto - Jill Paton
Walsh 2007-04-03
Imogen Quy puts her sleuthing
skills to work to uncover the
truth behind a research
fellow's mysterious death, and
an undergraduate student
confronts the suspected killer
through an unorthodox
production of Hamlet.
Gaudy Night - Dorothy Sayers
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2021-05-31
Gaudy Night is a mystery novel
by Dorothy L. Sayers, The dons
of Harriet Vane's alma mater,
the all-female Shrewsbury
College, Oxford (based on
Sayers' own Somerville
College), have invited her back
to attend the annual Gaudy
celebrations.
A Presumption of Death - Jill
Paton Walsh 2003
Drawing on the events of "The
Wimsey Papers," a tale set
during the Blitz in 1940
London finds Lord Peter
conducting secret business for
the Foreign Office, while
Harriet, caring for the family,
is shocked by the murder of a
young Land Girl.
Lord Peter - Dorothy L. Sayers
1986-10-22
One of the founding mothers of
mystery, Dorothy Sayers first
introduced the popular
character Lord Peter Wimsey
in 1923 with the publication of
Whose Body? Over the next
twenty years, more novels and
short stories about the
aristocratic amateur sleuth
appeared, each one as
cunningly written as the

next.Now in single volume,
here are all the Lord Peter
Wimsey stories, a treasure for
any mystery lover. From "The
Fantastic Horror of the Cat in
the Bag" to "The Image in the
Mirror" and "Talboys," this
collection is Lord Peter at his
best -- and a true testament to
the art of detective fiction.
The Wyndham Case - Jill Paton
Walsh 1993-06-15
St. Agatha's College in
Cambridge, England, provides
the setting for nurse Imogen
Quy's investigation into a
series of deaths connected to
the special library called the
Wyndham Case, which has a
strange and possibly violent
legacy.
Tales from the Folly - Ben
Aaronovitch 2020-07-31
Return to the world of Rivers of
London in this first short story
collection from bestselling
author, Ben Aaronovitch. Tales
from the Folly is a carefully
curated collection that gathers
together previously published
stories and brand new tales in
the same place for the first
time. Each tale features a new
introduction from the author,
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filled with insight and anecdote
offering the reader a deeper
into this absorbing fictional
world. This is a must read for
any Rivers of London fan. Join
Peter, Nightingale, Abigail,
Agent Reynolds and Tobias
Winter for a series of perfectly
portioned tales. Discover
what’s haunting a lonely
motorway service station, who
still wanders the shelves of a
popular London bookshop, and
what exactly happened to the
River Lugg... With an
introduction from
internationally bestselling
author of the Sookie
Stackhouse series, Charlaine
Harris. This collection includes:
The Home Crowd Advantage
The Domestic The Cockpit The
Loneliness of the LongDistance Granny King of The
Rats A Rare Book of Cunning
Device A Dedicated Follower of
Fashion Favourite Uncle
Vanessa Sommer’s Other
Christmas List Three Rivers,
Two Husbands and a Baby
Moments One-Three Praise for
the Rivers of London series:
“Ben Aaronovitch has created a
wonderful world full of

mystery, magic and fantastic
characters. I love being there
more than the real London”
–Nick Frost “A superlative
blend of whimsy and grit...Jim
Butcher meets Douglas Adams”
—Publishers Weekly “...my
favorite current series...
delightful, compulsive and
fresh—with a love of
multicultural London evident
on every page, wonderfully
diverse characters, magic,
mystery, and mayhem. Once
you start, you will literally not
be able to put them down.”
—Lavie Tidhar in Washington
Post “...recounted with
deadpan British wit and
irony...packed with fascinating
historical detail... Lively and
amusing and different.”
—Kirkus
Have His Carcase - Dorothy L.
Sayers 2012-07-31
Lord Peter Wimsey and Harriet
Vane investigate a dead body
on the beach in this “nearly
perfect detective story” by the
author of Busman’s
Honeymoon (Saturday Review).
Harriet Vane has gone on
vacation to forget her recent
murder trial and, more
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importantly, to forget the man
who cleared her name—the
dapper, handsome, and
maddening Lord Peter Wimsey.
She is alone on a beach when
she spies a man lying on a
rock, surf lapping at his ankles.
She tries to wake him, but he
doesn’t budge. His throat has
been cut, and his blood has
drained out onto the sand. As
the tide inches forward,
Harriet makes what
observations she can and
photographs the scene. Finally,
she goes for the police, but by
the time they return the body
has gone. Only one person can
help her discover how the poor
man died at the beach: Lord
Peter, the amateur sleuth who
won her freedom and her heart
in one fell swoop. Have His
Carcase is the 8th book in the
Lord Peter Wimsey Mysteries,
but you may enjoy the series by
reading the books in any order.
This ebook features an
illustrated biography of
Dorothy L. Sayers including
rare images from the Marion E.
Wade Center at Wheaton
College.
A Piece of Justice - Jill Paton

Walsh 1995-07-15
The author of The Wyndham
Case returns with another
mystery featuring Imogene
Quy--school nurse at St.
Agatha's College, Cambridge-about an unfinished biography,
three scholars who died
mysteriously, another who is
missing, and a peculiar quilt
pattern.
More Work for the Undertaker
- Margery Allingham
2021-08-31
"More Work for the
Undertaker" by Margery
Allingham. Published by Good
Press. Good Press publishes a
wide range of titles that
encompasses every genre.
From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction
to forgotten−or yet
undiscovered gems−of world
literature, we issue the books
that need to be read. Each
Good Press edition has been
meticulously edited and
formatted to boost readability
for all e-readers and devices.
Our goal is to produce eBooks
that are user-friendly and
accessible to everyone in a
high-quality digital format.
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Hangman's Holiday - Dorothy
Leigh Sayers 1940
Thrones, Dominations Dorothy L. Sayers 1999-03-15
Newlyweds Lord Peter Wimsey
and Harriet Vane explore a
mysterious turn of events
during the short-lived reign of
Edward VIII, in a novel left
unfinished and unpublished for
almost sixty years
The April Robin Murders Craig Rice 1958
Traveling photographers Bingo
Riggs and Handsome Kusak,
small-time grifters, become
involved in criminal situations
and have to dig themselves
free--this time by solving the
mystery of the murders in
silent screen star April Robin's
mansion, which they had just
purchased.
In The Teeth of the Evidence Dorothy L. Sayers 1993-10-08
Seventeen mystery stories deal
with an enigmatic note, seven
milk bottles, a fire, an apparent
suicide, a secret grave, and an
unexpected confession
The Attenbury Emeralds - Jill
Paton Walsh 2011-01-04
In 1936, Dorothy L. Sayers

abandoned the last Lord Peter
Wimsey detective story. Sixty
years later, a brown paper
parcel containing a copy of the
manuscript was discovered in
her agent's safe in London, and
award-winning novelist Jill
Paton Walsh was commissioned
to complete it. The result of the
pairing of Dorothy L. Sayers
with Walsh was the
international bestseller
Thrones, Dominations. Now,
following A Presumption of
Death, set during World War II,
comes a new Sayers-inspired
mystery featuring Lord Peter
Wimsey, revisiting his very first
case. . . . It was 1921 when
Lord Peter Wimsey first
encountered the Attenbury
Emeralds. The recovery of the
gems in Lord Attenbury's
dazzling heirloom collection
made headlines—and launched
a shell-shocked young
aristocrat on his career as a
detective. Thirty years later, a
happily married Lord Peter has
just shared the secrets of that
mystery with his wife, the
detective novelist Harriet Vane.
Suddenly, the new Lord
Attenbury—grandson of Lord
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Peter's first client—seeks his
help to prove who owns the
emeralds. As Harriet and Peter
contemplate the changes that
the war has wrought on
English society—and Peter,
who always cherished the
liberties of a younger son,
faces the unwanted prospect of
ending up the Duke of Denver
after all—Jill Paton Walsh
brings us a masterful new
chapter in the annals of one of
the greatest detectives of all
time.
Mary and Early Christian
Women - Ally Kateusz
2019-02-18
This book is open access under
a CC BY-NC-ND license. This
book reveals exciting early
Christian evidence that Mary
was remembered as a powerful
role model for women
leaders—women apostles,
baptizers, and presiders at the
ritual meal. Early Christian art
portrays Mary and other
women clergy serving as
deacon, presbyter/priest, and
bishop. In addition, the two
oldest surviving artifacts to
depict people at an altar table
inside a real church depict

women and men in a genderparallel liturgy inside two of
the most important churches in
Christendom—Old Saint Peter’s
Basilica in Rome and the
second Hagia Sophia in
Constantinople. Dr. Kateusz’s
research brings to light
centuries of censorship, both
ancient and modern, and
debunks the modern
imagination that from the
beginning only men were
apostles and clergy.
The Nine Tailors - Dorothy
Leigh Sayers 1962
Bell strokes toll out the death
of an unknown man, and
summon Lord Wimsey to East
Anglia to solve the mystery.
The Five Red Herrings Dorothy L. Dorothy L. Sayers
2021-10-10
Excerpt If one lives in
Galloway, one either fishes or
paints. "Either" is perhaps
misleading, for most of the
painters are fishers also in
their spare time. To be neither
of these things is considered
odd and almost eccentric. Fish
is the standard topic of
conversation in the pub and the
post-office, in the garage and
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the street, with every sort of
person, from the man who
arrives for the season with
three Hardy rods and a RollsRoyce, to the man who leads a
curious, contemplative life,
watching the salmon-nets on
the Dee. Weather, which in
other parts of the Kingdom is
gauged by the standards of the
farmer, the gardener, and the
weekender, is considered in
Galloway in terms of fish and
paint. The fisherman-painter
has the best of the bargain as
far as the weather goes, for the
weather that is too bright for
the trout deluges his hills and
his sea with floods of radiant
colour; the rain that interrupts
picture-making puts water into
the rivers and the locks and
sends him hopefully forth with
rod and creel; while on cold
dull days, when there is neither
purple on the hills nor fly on
the river, he can join a friendly
party in a cosy bar and
exchange information about
Cardinals and March Browns,
and practise making intricate
knots in gut. The artistic centre
of Galloway is Kirkcudbright,
where the painters form a

scattered constellation, whose
nucleus is in the High Street,
and whose outer stars twinkle
in remote hillside cottages,
radiating brightness as far as
Gatehouse-of-Fleet. There are
large and stately studios,
panelled and high, in strong
stone houses filled with
gleaming brass and polished
oak. There are workaday
studios-summer perchingplaces rather than settled
homes-where a good north
light and a litter of brushes and
canvas form the whole of the
artistic stock-in-trade. There
are little homely studios, gay
with blue and red and yellow
curtains and odd scraps of
pottery, tucked away down
narrow closes and adorned
with gardens, where oldfashioned flowers riot in the
rich and friendly soil. There are
studios that are simply and
solely barns, made beautiful by
ample proportions and highpitched rafters, and habitable
by the addition of a tortoise
stove and a gas-ring. There are
artists who have large families
and keep domestics in cap and
apron; artists who engage
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rooms, and are taken care of by
landladies; artists who live in
couples or alone, with a woman
who comes in to clean; artists
who live hermit-like and do
their own charing. There are
painters in oils, painters in
water-colour, painters in
pastel, etchers and illustrators,
workers in metal; artists of
every variety, having this one
thing in common-that they take
their work seriously and have
no time for amateurs. Into this
fishing and painting
community, Lord Peter Wimsey
was received on friendly and
even affectionate terms. He
could make a respectable cast,
and he did not pretend to
paint, and therefore, though
English and an "in-comer,"
gave no cause of offence. The
Southron is tolerated in
Scotland on the understanding
that he does not throw his
weight about, and from this
peculiarly English vice Lord
Peter was laudably free. True,
his accent was affected and his
behaviour undignified to a
degree, but he had been
weighed in the balance over
many seasons and pronounced

harmless, and when he
indulged in any startling
eccentricity, the matter was
dismissed with a shrug and a
tolerant, "Christ, it's only his
lordship." Wimsey was in the
bar of the McClellan Arms on
the evening that the
unfortunate dispute broke out
between Campbell and Waters.
Campbell, the landscape
painter, had had maybe one or
two more wee ones than was
absolutely necessary,
especially for a man with red
hair, and their effect had been
to make him even more
militantly Scottish than usual.
He embarked on a long eulogy
of what the Jocks had done in
the Great War, only
interrupting his tale to inform
Waters in parenthesis that all
the English were of mongrel
ancestry and unable e...
Debts of Dishonor - Jill Paton
Walsh 2006-04-04
With her college near
bankruptcy and her former
lover a suspect in a double
murder, Imogen Quy, a nurse
at St. Agatha's College,
Cambridge, launches her own
investigation into the
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suspicious deaths of a
billionaire and his unpleasant
son-in-law.
Thrones, Dominations Dorothy L. Sayers 1999-03-15
Deemed "one of the greatest
mystery writers of this century"
by the Los Angeles Times,
Dorothy L. Sayers first
captivated readers nearly
seventy years ago with her
beloved sleuths Lord Peter
Wimsey and Harriet Vane in
the novel Stong Poison. In
Busmans's Honeymoon, her
last completed Wimsey/Vane
novel, Lord Peter and Harriet
culminated their partnership

with marriage. Now Thrones,
Dominations, Sayers'
uncompleted last novel,
satisfies the vast readership
hungry to know what happened
after the honeymoon. Here
award-winning author Jill Paton
Walsh picks up where Sayers
left off, bringing Wimsey and
Vane brilliantly to life in
Sayers' unmistakable voice.
Readers and reviewers are
rejoicing at the return of this
delightful sleuthing couple--as
adept at solving a baffling
murder mystery as they are a
balancing the delicate demands
of their loving union.
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